Abstract-In this letter, we consider non-contiguous wideband spectrum sensing (WSS) using the sub-Nyquist sampling approach. Compared to contiguous WSS which senses the entire spectrum, non-contiguous WSS has an additional task of determining the number and location of frequency bands for digitization and sensing. Since throughput (i.e., the number of sensed vacant bands) increases while the probability of successful sensing decreases with a decrease in the sparsity of digitized bands, we develop exploration-exploitation-based online learning algorithm to learn the spectrum statistics. We provide a lower bound on the number of time slots required to learn spectrum statistics after which the proposed algorithm intelligently selects a maximum possible number of frequency bands which are more likely to be vacant and hence, it is named as throughput optimized non-contiguous WSS. Simulation and experimental results using USRP testbed validate the efficacy of the proposed approach compared to the Myopic approach which has prior knowledge of spectrum statistics.
I. INTRODUCTION

N
EXT generation wireless networks based on 3GPP new radio (NR) follow a revolutionary path of spectrum sharing and are expected to operate in the licensed as well as unlicensed spectrum. Hence, base stations or geolocation database need to sense a spectrum of few tens of Gigahertz and dynamically allocate the desired spectrum to NRs [1] and thus, requires wideband spectrum sensing (WSS). Recently, various sub-Nyquist sampling (SNS) based contiguous WSS [2] (which sense the entire wideband spectrum) have been proposed. Depending on the maximum number of active transmissions (i.e., occupied bands), they employ multiple low rate analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) for digitization; but contiguous WSS suffers from two major limitations. First, the number of ADCs and their sampling rates are directly proportional to the number of active transmissions in the sensed spectrum [2] . Since the number of ADCs is fixed in a radio, the contiguous WSS fails when the number of active transmissions is larger than the number of ADCs. Second, the sensing of some frequency bands like WiFi, radar and military bands is not required due to high traffic, security and propagation/interference constraints. As contiguous WSS is not capable of skipping digitization of such frequency bands and hence, leads to limited sensing bandwidth and inefficient usage of hardware resources. To overcome the above limitations, a non-contiguous WSS which can offer complete control over the number and location of sensed bands has been explored in [3] . It employs Myopic policy to sense a set of desired frequency bands. However, the policy assumes the complete knowledge of spectrum statistics which makes the frequency band selection a trivial task. Since throughput (i.e., the number of sensed vacant bands) increases while the probability of successful sensing decreases with a decrease in the sparsity of digitized bands, we develop an exploration-exploitation based online learning algorithm. The proposed approach unlike [3] , learns the spectrum statistics and then intelligently selects frequency bands which are more likely to be vacant. Theoretical analysis, simulation and experimental results using USRP testbed validate the efficacy of the proposed approach compared to the Myopic approach in [3] .
II. SIGNAL MODEL
We consider a wideband signal x(t) of bandwidth f max . It is divided into N frequency bands which evolve as independent two states (vacant and busy) Markovian chain and is given as
where a i (t) is a narrowband signal transmitted at a carrier frequency f i and I << N. Similar to [3] and [4] , assumptions made for the wideband signal, x(t) are:
1) The divided N frequency bands are static for a time slot, t s and have a uniform bandwidth, B = fmax N .
2) The bandwidth of all a i (t) cannot exceed B and they are orthogonal to each other, i.e.,
is the Fourier transform of a i (t). Consider a binary status vector, s = [s n (t s )] N n=1 where s n (t s ) = 0 (or 1) implies that the n th frequency band is vacant (or busy) at time slot t s . The status of n th band evolves with a transition probability, p n uv = P(s n (t s ) = v |s n (t s − 1) = u) where u, v ∈ {0, 1} and P(.) is a probability operator. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. 
A. SNS Block
The SNS block digitizes a set of frequency bands, A N selected by the LDM block. The SNS block, shown in Fig. 2 , is based on the finite rate of innovation (FRI) architecture [5] and consists of K fixed parallel branches where x(t) is mixed with a branch dependent mixing function p k (t) = n∈A N α k ,n e j 2π(n−1)Bt where α k ,n is a unique scaling coefficient of the n th band in A N . The Fourier transform of k th mixed signal is calculated as
where X(f ) is Fourier transform of x(t). From Eq. (3), it can be noticed that Z k (f ) contains only A N bands at baseband. Thus, when Z k (f ) is filtered via low pass filter of bandwidth B, we get an aliased signal comprising of downconverted images of active transmissions in A N bands. This aliased signal is digitized via ADCs of rate ≥ B Hz. The discrete time Fourier transform of samples generated at ADCs output is given by
where X A N (f ) represents |A N | × 1 vector containing Fourier transform of only A N frequency bands and A is a K × |A N | matrix containing α k ,n as its (k , n) th entry.
B. Sensing Block
The sensing block aims to estimate s A N ∈ s from the subNyquist samples, Z. However, for the unique recovery of s A N , the matrix A should be chosen such that Kruskal rank of A ≥ s A N 0 [2] and to achieve this, we generate A from an independent and identically distributed Gaussian distribution. As shown in the next section, we consider three scenarios on
When |A N | = K , the matrix A in Eq. (4) becomes a full rank square matrix which means the system defined by Eq. (4) exhibits a unique solution, i.e., A −1 Z. It guarantees the successful reconstruction (ξ A N = 0) of X A N (f ) and hence, sensing can be done using a simple energy detector (ED) to obtainŝ A N . But when |A N | > K , reconstruction of X A N (f ) becomes non-trivial and hence, ED cannot be used. Furthermore, if Kruskal rank of A < s A N 0 , then reconstruction/sensing failure will occur (i.e., ξ A N = 1). Mathematically,
For |A N | > K , Bayesian approach based algorithms offer better sensing accuracy and lower complexity than greedy and convex optimization based sensing algorithms [6] , respectively. Hence, to estimate s A N for |A N | > K , we use Bayesian matching pursuit (BMP) algorithm similar to [3] and [7] . It applies maximum a posteriori estimate to determine s A N given byŝ
where S is a set containing all possible values of
] be a vector storing immediate probability of vacancy (i.e., ω n (t s ) = P[s n (t s ) = 0]) of all N frequency bands. Thus, Eq. (6) can be written aŝ
From Eq. (7), it can be noticed that when |A N | > K , determination of s A N requires the knowledge of probability statistics of frequency bands which are unknown and needs to be learned. Since, the LDM block in the proposed WSS approach aims to learn these statistics for frequency band selection and hence, they are readily available for BMP after the exploration phase. This makes BMP algorithm a good fit for the exploitation phase of the proposed approach.
C. LDM Block
Based on the status,ŝ A N , the proposed LDM block performs three tasks: 1) Learns and updates frequency band statistics, 2) Calculates |A N | and 3) Selects desired frequency bands, A N for digitization using SNS block. Depending onŝ A N , the LDM block determines whether the reconstruction/sensing of A N bands is successful (ξ A N = 0) or not (ξ A N = 1) followed by updation of Ω(t s ) for the next time slot t s + 1 as
where
is the estimated transition probability. Since the transition 
9:
for q = 1, 2 do
10:
Perform SNS and sensing to findŝ A N 11: 
1) LDM Using Online Learning:
The LDM algorithm consists of two phases: 1) Exploration phase to learn the spectrum statistics of all N bands and 2) Exploitation phase to exploit K best bands. The entire time horizon, T is divided into ϑ number of blocks each of duration 2 N/K time slots. Depending on the value of exploration coefficient, L, the algorithm explores frequency bands with the probability and exploits with the probability (1 − ) as shown in Algorithm 1 (line 6). Higher the value of L, higher is the number of times each band is explored. The value of L depends on μ, i.e., the minimum gap between statistics of any two bands and is chosen empirically.
In the exploration phase (line 6-13), the LDM algorithm learns the transition probability, p uv by sequentially selecting K bands for two consecutive time slots. In each time slot, SNS and sensing blocks digitize and sense A N bands. Since, |A N | = K , ξ A N becomes 0 due to which throughput, R A N is calculated as ||ŝ A N || 0 (line 11). Let C n uv denotes the observed number of state transitions from u to v state for the n th band. Then,p n uv = C n uv C n uv +C n uu and Ω(t s ) is calculated using Eq. (8). In the exploitation phase (line 15-20), the LDM algorithm selects K best quality frequency bands by maximizing the expected immediate throughput as shown in line 16 where the probability of successful sensing, P(ξ A N = 0) is 1. Similar to the exploration phase, SNS and sensing blocks digitize and sense the selected bands followed by the calculation of R A N (line 18) and Ω(t s ) (Eq. (8)), respectively.
2) Optimized LDM Using Online Learning: The LDM algorithm assumes |A N | = K . However, by exploiting the spectrum sparsity, more than K number of bands can be sensed which may offer higher throughput. The optimum value of |A N | can be obtained by maximizing the average throughput as is an estimated vacancy probability of n th band in A N and the probability of successful sensing is given by
With |A N | = K , LDM has P(ξ A N = 0) = 1 but it does not guarantee optimum throughput. By balancing the trade-off between the probability of successful sensing and |A N |, the optimised LDM (OLDM) algorithm dynamically tunes |A N | to the maximum possible value by exploiting the learned sparsity of the wideband spectrum. Similar to LDM, OLDM algorithm works in two phases: 1) Exploration and 2) Optimized exploitation. Exploration phase is identical to that of LDM algorithm where |A N | = K . In the optimized exploitation phase, if the frequency band statistics are estimated precisely, then the optimum value of |A N | is calculated using Eq. (9). However, since the frequency band statistics are unknown and estimated over the time, we use Theorem 1 to determine the minimum number of time slots, W required by the exploration phase to guarantee μ−correct estimation (i.e.,
. . , N }) of frequency band statistics with a probability of at least 1 − δ. When the number of exploration time slots exceeds W, then |A N | is calculated using Eq. (9). Thereafter, the OLDM selects frequency bands by maximizing the expected immediate throughput as shown in line 16 of Algorithm 1. Proof: For an event, J denoting that each band has been observed minimum Q times, we can upper bound the probability of no μ−correct estimation is achieved given J as
Mathematically, it can be represented as
(By Hoeffding's inequality)
From Eq. (11), the above equation can be written as
Since P(No μ−correct estimation|J ) < δ implies P(μ−correct estimation|J ) ≥ 1 − δ, therefore Q should be greater than IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS In this section, we evaluate the performance of proposed work using MATLAB based simulations and USRP based experimental results. Performance of the proposed LDM and OLDM algorithms is compared to [3] , referred as ideal myopic policy (IMP), which has prior knowledge of spectrum statistics. The performance metrics are total average throughput (i.e., number of vacant frequency bands), collision with incumbent users due to miss detection and regret which is the difference between the average throughput of IMP [3] and proposed algorithms. We consider 2 GHz spectrum with K = 4 and two distinct spectrum statistics (Case 1 and Case Fig. 3(a) . It is observed that the OLDM algorithm offers better performance than LDM algorithm due to the estimation of optimum |A N |. It is also observed that the average regret of OLDM saturates after 3,000 time slots (i.e., zero regret) which implies that OLDM achieves a μ-correct estimation of p 0 and hence, its instantaneous throughput converges to that of IMP. Zero regret means that the OLDM algorithm does not regret its actions, i.e., selection of frequency bands. Furthermore, since the optimum value of |A N | is 7, and 5 for Case 1, and Case 2, respectively, the throughput achieved by IMP is higher for Case 1 and hence, regret during the exploration time is higher for Case 1. The regret comparison of OLDM and LDM algorithms for different values of K and N is shown in Fig. 3(b) . It is observed that due to the requirement of lesser exploration time, regret decreases with an increase in K. Furthermore, regret increases with N due to the requirement of higher exploration time for the larger value of N. These observations also validate Theorem 1.
Average throughput for a wide range of signal to noise ratio (SNRs) is analysed in Fig. 3(c) for Case 1, T = 10,000 and K = 4. It can be observed that OLDM offers higher throughput than LDM due to the selection of the higher number of bands in the exploitation phase. Furthermore, due to the improvement in the performance of sensing block with an increase in SNR, throughput in case of OLDM-NI and LDM-NI (using non-ideal ED for sensing) approaches to OLDM-I and LDM-I (using ideal ED), respectively. Note that the IMP offers the highest throughput due to the prior knowledge of spectrum statistics; but after learning these statistics, instantaneous throughput of OLDM is same as that of IMP. Average probability of collision with incumbent users for different SNRs and Case 1 is shown in Fig. 3(d) . At a low SNR of 5 dB, the probability of collision is slightly higher for IMP due to the poor performance of the BMP that is used throughout the time horizon (similar to [3] ) as compared to OLDM which uses ED in the exploration phase and BMP in the exploitation phase. Nonetheless, due to the improvement in the performance of both BMP and ED with an increase in SNR, the probability of collision is almost identical in three algorithms at high SNR.
2) Experimental Results: In the proposed testbed, USRP-2922 with VERT900 antennas are used for the wireless transmission and reception of a multiband signal. The baseband signal processing is done in the LabVIEW. Parameters used for the transmitter and receiver model are IQ sampling rate of 500 ksps, carrier frequency of 935 MHz and RF transmit and receive gain of 6 dB. Fig. 4 compares the average throughput and regret for Case 1 and Case 2. Similar to the simulation results, due to the higher optimum value of |A N | for Case 1, the total average throughput for Case 1 is higher than that of Case 2. Also, constant regret after 3,000 slots indicates that OLDM achieves a μ-correct estimation of p 0 and hence, selects optimum |A N | in real radio environment as well.
V. CONCLUSION In this letter, we proposed a non-contiguous WSS approach using sub-Nyquist sampling and novel online learning algorithm to characterize and select frequency bands based on their spectrum statistics. Theoretical guarantees, extensive simulation and experimental results using USRP testbed validate the superiority of the proposed approach. Future works include an extension of the proposed work for WSS in the spatial domain.
